
SERVICES



WHY UPTHINK IS GOOD

UpThink is was founded by Matt Gibson, President of the Professional Travel Bloggers 

Association, to fill the market’s need for an agency that could provide influencer 

marketing solutions that would meet client business objectives while paying travel 

influencers fairly, thus doing good for both parties. With its philosophy of mutual 

benefit, UpThink was warmly received and quickly grew into a full-service agency. 

 



SERVICES OVERVIEW

UpThink offers:

1. Influencer marketing

2. Social media account management

3. Social media account acceleration

4. Blog management 

5. Search engine optimization

6. Training

7. Consulting



THE INFLUENCER SPECIALISTS



The Influencer Marketing Specialists

This is where we shine. UpThink’s 
consultants have more than 30 years 
combined experience creating, executing, 
and participating in influencer campaigns. 

We know what works and what doesn’t. 
We know which bloggers reach your 
audience, what they charge, and how to 
maximize their performance.



The Influencer Marketing Specialists

Social Media Campaigns

Hand-selected influencers host exciting virtual events such as Twitter 
chats, Instagram takeovers, and Facebook Live broadcasts to grow your 
following in an organic, engaging way. 

We work with our community of thousands of influencers to 
provide
r

Bespoke Multi-Platform Campaigns

A group of carefully-chosen influencers will promote your product on 
multiple platforms in a campaign designed to achieve multiple obvjectives. 

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNT ACCELERATION



Social Media Account Acceleration

Account Acceleration provides rapid organic 
growth of your social media channels that 
amplifies your online marketing campaigns. 
We push the limits of social media account 
growth using proven customized techniques, 
and creative problem solving that targets and 
attracts your ideal marketing audience. The 
result is not only rapid account growth, but 
also gains in engagement, organic reach, 
leads, and sales.



BLOG MANAGEMENT



Blog Management

Your blog is your most powerful content 
tool and we’ll help you wield it properly. 
We’ll identify the search keyphrases that 
will attract customers and use them to 
drive an strategy of useful, engaging 
content that will not only attract and 
delight your customers, but also build your 
website’s SEO authority for the searches 
most crucial to your business.



SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION



Search Engine Optimization

For most businesses SEO is the most 
lucrative inbound channel. We’ll inspect 
every detail of your site to ensure you’re  
maximizing the positive SEO signals. Then 
we’ll use creative strategies to maximize 
the off-site indicators that show Google 
your topic authority and that will enable 
you to rank for most powerful sales 
keyphrases in your market.



TRAINING



Training

Most work is better done in-house with an 
integrated team that can react quickly and 
cooperatively across departments. We 
think this is the ideal situation and best for 
our clients, which is why we are 
passionate about sharing our knowledge 
with you whether in a one- or two-day 
seminar, or an practical hands-on virtual 
training program. 



CONSULTING



Consulting

Digital companies are increasingly 
searching unique solutions and need help 
from smart, flexible, creative specialists. 
We’ve created blogger communities to test 
apps, help develop affiliate programs, and 
to crowdsource specialized knowledge. 
We’ve helped many clients achieve unique 
goals with creative solutions and we’re 
always up for a new challenge.



FREE CONSULTATION
CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR

upthinkisgood.com

+852 8197 4074

matt@upthinkisgood.com
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